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Cairo Quarantines Summer Cottage 111inoi

J. K. Hendrick,

5entral R. R.
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J. G. Millet L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Pres
t.

,& _MILLER

Wm. Hughes, Cashier.

STATEMENT

HEALTH OFFICER TAKES THIS BUILT BY THE WEATHER BUNiagara Falls-August 4th, and
ACTION AFTER VISIT TO
LAWYERS
REAU IN THE BLUE
train No. 104 of August 5th, round
NEW ORLEANS.
RIDGE.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
trip $17.05, good returning for 12
Rooms z, a and 3 Register BuildCorning of Refugees and Finding of Complaint That Funds for Buildings days. Tickets will be accepted from
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts
Louisville only on morning train No. big, 523 1-2 Broactway.
Yellow Fever Mosquitoes Causes
Have Not Been Used as
S303,070.84
Cash and exchange
16, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
Armed Guards to Be Placed.
Intended.
31182.75
Practice in all the courts of the Furniture and Fixtures
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin700.00
Bonds
After a visit to New Orleans for
‘Vashington. D. C., Aug. 2.-it is , nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
1,090.00
state. Both phones 31.
" the purpose of ascertaining the true being ,stated here that there is a good railroads.
condition of the yellow fever epidem- deal of graft in every department of i Atlantic City-Ail trains of August
$1237953.59
ic the health officer of Cairo returned the government now, and the revela- 3rd, round trip $21,55 in connection
Capital
yesterday morning and after a con- tions of the last few days seem to with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
zoo,000.00
Deposits
sultation with the city health board justify the assertion. Close on the and good on all trains of that line,
115,619.23
Rediscounts
4". and city officials it was decided to heels of the government printing of- leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
12,500.90
Tax account
quarantine against the state of Louis- fice scandal came the cotton !eak 'returning until August 14th.
I000.0(
Surplus
iana.
scandal, and now comes the weather
Atlantic City-All trains of August For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
8,000 oo
Undivided prohts
IA report reached here that the 'bureau. Frequent reference has been loth, round trip $31.55 in connecti
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
834.36
on
health officer found the malady worse made during the pa-t three years to
with B. & 0.. S.-W. R. R. from Louis- We store, pack and ship furniture oa
than he expected and thedisease to a summer annex of the weather bu- ville
and on all trains leaving that
$237453.59
short notice.
bt slowly spreading from the infect- reau which is being established in place August
loth, good returning for
ed district to other portions of the the Blue Ridge mountains, in Vir- 12 days.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
city.
ginia.
I Louisville, Ky.-July 3oth and 31S-t,
si5 to aig South Third St
For several days refugees have
It is said that a sum approximating
trip
round
$6.95,
returning
good
until
been unloading in Cairo by the train Sicio,000 has already been spent oil
load. Thousands of people from Lou_ the establishment by the department August roth.
siana and Missisrippi tave been in and this without special authority 1 For further particulars apply,
and out of Cairo since the disease be_ from congress. The latter appropri- I J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A. Union depot.
came epidemic.
ates annually a lump sum for new
ATTORNEY'AT"LAW.
Fearing that a case might drop in _ buildings for the weather service. It
Do you want a first class job by an
to Cairo the health officer ordered a was the understanding when these apTog
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.quarantine, which went into effectro
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it to
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Business a Specialty.
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'Hulot a health certificate can weather vrvice was extended into the months of August and September.
there. The quarantine affects newly settled regions but of the funds We quote a few specials:
-engervi, freight not being the bureau has each year for three
224 Broadway,
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Thought.
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"
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INCREASE IN THE BENEFIC- EFFORT TO UNCOVER MURAnnounced, VIa
IARY SCHEDULE OF A FRADER BY SPECIAL GRAND
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
TERNAL ORDER.
JURY UNSUCCESSFUL.
Extienvely law rates are announc-ed via the Southern railway from
Older Members of the Knights of Mayfield's Mysterious Murder Case points on its lines for the followng
CUE,
Honor Forced to Submit to
May Never Be Solved Now,
special occasions:
Heavier Assessments.
It Seems. •
PITTSBURG
Monteagle, Tenn.—Mionteaaie ib
Training school, July 3—Aug. 15, 1905
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
The members of the order of
The pecial grand jury recently asCOAL
Monteaale, Tenn.—Woman's con- Itcloutl• Gloves, masks, balls, bats
Knighted Honor, of whom there are sembled in Graves county to solve gress, Aug.
etc, etc.
1-15, 1905.
Is the cheapest on the
several hundred in Paducah. have Mayfield's mysterious straw stack
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
been advised of a new schedule of murder has failed to accomplish the summer sehools,
Vanderbilt Biblical
market. We also have
rates on beneficiaries as adopted by end desired. The body quit its work institute, June
14—Audi 9, 1903.
The last dirpreme lodge. The schedule with this announcement to the pub°dart:16 Miss—Summer school,
the best Kentucky Coal
particularly effects those members lic:
DRUG STORES.
University of Mississippi, June 14—
ash() are over 6o years of age and wish
'The grand jury called iii special Aug. 9, 1905.
in Paducah. Get our pri& Jackson Sec phone 23a,
to carry such insurance as they have, session on the 24th day of July, isro5.
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
&
Clay
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Sts.,
38.
for they mast pay an increased prem- having finished with the close of the congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
ces before placing your
ium rate after September 1, up to 70 weekeehe investigations as submitted
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
id
)
year of age. The increase is along
them by the court, desire to report for teachers, June 16—July 28, 1905. W. Mike
Geo. W. Oliver.
Oliver.
... order....
the same lines as that recently adept- ti the excited and expectant general
Rates for the above occasion open
Benton, Ky,
Paducah, Ky.
cd by she Royal Arcanum, and it has public that we have labored together to the public. Tickets will be solid to
Thee B. McGtegory,
met with a protest similar to that earnestly upon the mysterious case these points from all stations on the
Benton, Ky.
known as the straw stack murder Southern railway. Detailed informacaused among the Arcanumites.
tion can be had upon application to
The increase became necessary, ac- case.
"While we adhere to the theory that any ticket agent of the Southern
cording to the offieers of the organiza
lion, because of death increase in the this homicide was a wilful murder and railway or agents of connecting Ines
average of members. Since 19oo the not a suicide, the evidence is not yet or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A, Lexingofficers ass'd the treasury has paid sufficiently certain and direct as to
ton, Ky.
out to members 6ver the age of sixty the persons who committed this foul
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash$57o,00o more than members of that crime, and therefore we do net now
ington, D. C.
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age have paid in. Unless the increase return an indictment in this case, but
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A..,
was made the amount paid otrt would we think we have reasons for the
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Lotsisvige, Ky.
hope that at no distant day it will be
continue to grow year by year.
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A. G. P. A., St
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plans were resolved upon at she thirty
"We do not believe that any furtird cotwention of the supreme lodge
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results,
but
that
creased rate will have their insurance
decreased 5 per cent annually at the the city and county officials will con,cld premium rate until they arc sev- tend this work where we have closed
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enty years old.
"We find that all our *furls in this
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concerned, it is not at all likely that investigation have been retarded by
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and
made
against the mei rates. The old memcomberseehile hit hard, and many of them mitted and that these things have YOUR VACATION.
are indignant over the change, seem proved prolonged olestenctions to OW
THE BEST OF HOTEL ACat the same time to accept it with a investigationed and that thaw ill ru- COMMODATIONS, AND THE
,srdt of resigned air, and will either mors and unfounded stepiciees should BEST OF LIFE GATING WAmeetly drop out or el e make shift to be stopped, and all work proceed in TERS.
get along a• best they can under the a sane and rational way."
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
new tables The younger members,
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
%%Ito art not affected, believe that the DEATH TUESDAY OF
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
change is one iOr the good of the or' JOHN C. HERNDON FACT ALL KINDS
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.stantial
The Well Known Louisvillian Suc- AND THE
YOUNG.
The Knight- of Honor was founded
cumbs to Brief Illness.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
in 1873 and according to the latest
RAILROADS.
reports it embraces thirty-five grand
Urinal/Me, Ky. .tug. 2—John C.
Sus Line Meets all Trains.
lodges, 1,85s subordinate lodges and lle-rndon, vice preside,* of the printan aggregate membership of 252.600. dm firm of Bradley, Gilbert, & Go.,
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DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
Somewhat Doubtful Yet Interesting been in ill health. but. had maintained
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his cenoection with the busIliess firm,
Story From Omaha.
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If you want your clothes cleaned,
aski was actively at work until • he
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
Oinahi, Neb., Aug 4.—Col. William ass forced to go to the aannarium.
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
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Jennings Bryan is te have the fight
John C. Herndon was sixty-three
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NO. x
of hie life for the control of the demo- years old. For the past thirty-five Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
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cratic party in Nebraska, and the tig'ht year he has been connected with the nicest line of samples
for tints
is already on. The leaders of the p. Lradley & Gilbert. The work rein
the
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Suits made to order.
position, which hopes to crystalize quired that Mr. He-Ireton travel to
the sentiment against Bryan and to ail part • of Kentucky and through
overthrow him at the next convention Southern Indiana. On account of his
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Paul Nfortsu and Thomas F. Ryan, of qualities he was popular with all who
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4-•••ni-:-A•V÷A04federate army in the Civil war.
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to discredit Bryan by showing that his all through his life he took an active
Insurance, Corporation and
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own state is against him.
Real Estate Law,
Mr. Herndon was born in FrankE. E. Brown, of Hastings, Neb., editor of the Observer, is heading the fort, the son of John C. and Margamovement and securing the co-opera- ret Clarice Herndon. He came to
tion and aid of the national figures Louisville while a young man. His
St. Louis and Tenessee River Packmentioned above. An r ptinn was se- wife died in March, Isoce. and only
company—the cheapest and best
et
retired yeeterelay on the Omaha Corn- two children survive him, Lytle Hem - EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
excursion out of Paducah.
mercial. which will be changed to a don and Mrs. Clarence Julian. of
daily and will head the chain, which Frankfort Three•sisters survive Mr. Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
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The interment was at Frankfort in
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rooms, etc. Boats leave each
good
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newspapers to lead the way and Carry arraigned before Judge Sanders in the
Residence over store
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n,
B
rear
easisfaction can he srystalized into so the charge of forging the name of
strong a sentiment as to completely C,aphiain J. B. Smith, of the steamer
overthrow Bryan.
Charleston, to a check for jto, which
Editor Brown was in Omaha yester- was dated July )7th, and cashed at
day explaining his schemes, and show the City National batik. The case
cd bills of lading for a large amount was continued until next Tuesday.
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
of printing material new en route for
Until Friday. was continued the
Highest price paid for second-hand
different newspapers. He told of his case charging James Nolen and Earny no North
Fifth. Both Phones 353
sticce-s in enlisting the Eastern poli- Belt with em-sing and threatening the
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Constable Alex Patton was up on
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Attorney Id A. Cross will act as •f we do the work.
PADUCAH, KY.
Library
work
a
specialty.
thitti-five letting: also three safes.
special judge. Judge Sanders *11 be
Warren & Son, rte North Sixth.
At the head of the class, Elks:
rent.
f
Houses
Dry Hot Air Baths given when ingone a week.
Phone so-A.
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,
Tel hone, old, 74165.
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classes of •persons are declared va- bles so fill the air of the nations on
grants, including those who habitually the" other side of the pond.
loiter, who have no visible means of 1
support, who fail or refuse to work ' M. Witte is still talking -pessimisto make an honest livelihood. Also tically relativeto the prospects of
those males who ds,sert wives or peace between his country and Japan. !,
children without leaving them ade- On the other hand the Japanese and, (Concluded From Page One.)
quate means of support. On convic- the country at large wonder why be •
tion of vagrancy, the punishinent for is coming to America at all under the culated to cause unnecessary exciteIT IS A FIXED PRINCIPLE OF INVESTMENTS, THAT THE
ment or alarm.
the first offense is $10 fine, or im- conditions presented in his talks. If . Henry
M/cCall, collector of customs RATE OF INCOME, OR INTEREST. GROWS SMALLER AS THE
pri:onment in the workhouse for it is just to see America, as his latest for New Orleans, has qualified as SAFETY INCREASES. ON THE OTHER HAND THE RATE OF
'thirty days, where there is a work- interview would indicate, he took too disbursing agent of the government INTEREST INCREASES AS SA ETV DECREASES.
house; if melt, then in the county busy an occasion to thoroughly en- funds to be used in th. effort to preTHIS BANK AND SAFETY ARE SYNONYMOUS. IT
PAYS 4
jail; or both fine and imprisonment. joy the sights of this unequalled lands vent the present fever from develop- PER
CENT. COMPOUND INTEREST ON DEPOSITS, WHICH IS
ing into an epidemic. Amp'.- money
For the second and all subsequent of- But M. Witte will be ashore in a day will be at the
disposal- of Dr. White AS HIGH A RATE AS IT CAN SAFELY PAY. IT, HOWEVER, AFfenses the punishment is imprison- or two and then more than likely he and his corps to carry out their a crk,
FORDS ONE PRIVILEGE OR FEATURE, WHIC
H IS NOT FOUND
ment for sixty days. When the fine will leave his hat off ano talk 'along provisions having been made by the
TO SO GREAT AN EXTENT IN ANY
INVESTMENT.
OTHE
R
leg
congress to meet 'ust such an
is not paid, the convicted person must other lines.
Chief Paduesia.
YOU CAN LAY YOUR HANDS ON YOUR MONE
emergency as has developed h-re.
AT
Y
ANY TIME.
labor at the rate of (MC doLlar a day
Louisiana and Mississippi are about
Annually the railroa,ls run out of THAT IS A FEATURE WHICH IS FOREIGN TO MOST INVESTPUBLISHED BY THE
until the fine and costs are paid. All to get into
the federal courts, over New Orleans cheap excursion; to MENTS. EVEN THOSE WHICH ARE MOST READILY MARKETREGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. imprisonment under the statute is the efforts
of the latter to quarantine Chicago, St. Louis and the cities of ABLE, CARRY WITH THEM SOME DELAY IN REALI
ZING CASH
the north, east and weit. The excur(Incorporated)
at hard labor.
against the former because of yellow
ON THEM.
sions
are usually scheduled for the
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
Circuit coui-ts, quarterly courts, po- fever in New Orleans. It is charged middle
of August. Annonneement has
MONEY DEPOSITED WITH THIS BANK
INSTANTLY
IS
lice courts and justices of the peace by the governor of Louisiana
that been made on behalf ef the lines here AVAILABLE, AND IF IT STAYS HERE
A
YEAR
SIX
OR
JAM= E. WILHELM, President
that all excursions th- year %%CI be MONTH. IT EARNS INTER
have jurisdiction to enforce this stat- the governor of Mississippi has
sent
EST AT THE RATE OF 4 PER CENT.
abando
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ned.
ute, and the three last named are armed men into his state and he has
RCBIERT S. WILHELM_ Secretary. deemed always open for that purpose. asked the federal
authorities to pre- Porto Rico Auks for More Home
Rule
Peace officers who see vagrants con- vent a repetition of the act. The two
. '
Entered at the postoffice ol Padu- gregating in places within their juris- governors are clearly
(Chicago Tribune.)
making a I
tab, Hy, as second-class mail matter. diction are directed
to warn them to mound of what may correctly be . A more republican form of govern i ment is asked for by Porto Rico and
go to work.
lererred a mole hill.
a reason is given.
Term to Subscribers.
This statute was approved March
On Tuesday, the seventh anniver227 BROADWAY.
Washin
The
gton
weather bureau is sary
Year
$5.00 21, 1904, and supersedes the former
of the landing of American
now under a cloud. It is said that the troops
6
'onths
2.50 laws.
cn the island, a nonpartisan
A rigid enforcement of its prooaths
department has been squandering convention of delegates from sixty1.25
-ek
to visions would probably have the ef- money unauthorized on buildings ip five of the sixty-six municipalities or
fect of inducing scnne idle people to
the Blue Ridge mountain summer an- local units into which 'the island is digo to worlq or to seek localities
vided met at San Juan, the capital,
nex to the bureau. The question is
" ;ling to receive this paper
and adopted a memorial to congress.
where
the
law
is
less
drastic
.
;.•
lad report the matter to
again appropriate, What next?
It asks for certain radical changes in
r o5ce at once. Telethe
government, calculated to base
Growth
of the South.
Tototte
Lerl:.;,d 318.
'Bad weather and other uncontrolla- power
on popular elections as against
The Southern Farm Magazine has ble conditions yesterday gave the yel- piesidereial appointments.
SOLE AGENT FOR
Under the Foraker act of April 12,
collected eome statistics about the low fever a stronger hold in New 0rLUZERNE COAL.
1900, the president appoints the govSeuth that ought to prove interesting leans. The reports from that, point ernor, the
six
depart
ment
heads,
and
It makes a comparison between- con'- are therefore more discouraging than the other five member, who, with
earlier
in
the
week.
these heads, f.:4-m the execotive coundition's in- the entire United States in
cil or upper chamber. The house alone
iS6o, just before the war, and condiAUGUST DELIVERY.
The statement of the national debt
Is
elected—and re has no power over
day "orning, Aug. 3, igo5.
tions in the South in 1924.
for the past month shows a big in- the granting of public service franThe entire population of the United crease. The grafters are clearly i chisee. These are conferred by the
executive council and the governor.
States
LUMP
in 186o was 31443,000, while the saddle.
The attention of the police departnit
The latter too, can veto all legislation
ment, is called to a clipping from the the population of the South in 1904
EGG
•
and
so can congress.
....iie
The Fall of Venice.
Losiville - Courier .Journal reproduc- was 25,300,000, and this does not
That this irons:tad scheme for govNUT
•:.
iOt
ernment mainly by Washington aped in this issue of The Register on count either Missouri or Delaware.
(Memphis Commercial-Appeal)
pointee
s--a
In
theme
186o
prescri
the
bed
in
"An
bank
deposits of the
the subject of, vagrancy, and in which
No city has so captured the imagiStates were $253,8ces000, nation of the world as Venice, the act temporarily to provide revenues
the law in the case is made plain. We United
and a civil government foe Porto
have often had occasion to remark while in 1934 the bank deposits of the Venus of the Adriatic. When Astala, Rico"—can serve indefiniteiy
for the
the
Scourg
e
of
God
invaded
Italy,
that the loafers in Paducah are a South were $74.5,000,000 or three times biany of the citizen
political life of the island, is impossiof the Italian res
drawback to the city, and it is the as much.
publics tied to islands and marshes ble. It shuts out too completely al!
en
the rim of the sea and laid the real self-government and hazards the
duty of the police to rid the comIn 186o the raiiroad mileage of the
foundat
ions of Venice. In course of fortunes of the island tot trnich upon
munity of that class. There is work United States was only 30,592. while
time the islands were bounded to- eraneients.
fcr all the idle men in Padercah, but in 'gag the mileage in the South was
This last fact ii the primary reason
gether by bridges and the most pictthey prefer to spend their time 62,360.
uresque and romantic city in world urged by the convention for a change.
It is alleged that "twenty-four hours
blocking rhe street corners and hangIn 186o, the pig iron in tons of the became a fact.
after
disembalicing," heads of depart Venice has had a glorious history.
ing around the saloon and cheap eat- whole United
States was 884.474. There
hens% "knowing nothing of the languwas
someth
ing
about
her
'that
ing house. The greate t reform that V. hilt in too.;
age, customs, r needs of the country
the pig iron of the South proved an inspiration to
art. Her
can be inaugurated in this city is for was 2,743,313
in tons.
novel situation gave an impetus to • • • take their seats in the exertit:ve council and determine the fate of
the police to clear the streets of the
In 1860 the United States neined 15, architecture. Her beautiful buildings the island.
Admission--General, 25c ; Grand Stand, 35c; Box seats, tioc.
" When it is remembered
bebirual idlers by forcing them to
have attracecd touriete from all over
173.000 ton:, of coal. In Igoe the the
that
no
person
is
cli.oie
member
t.•
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
world
for many centuries. Lovers
go to work, stay at home or to leave
ship in the senate of Illinois who has
South mined 67.7oo,000 tons.
have
dreame
d
anew
the
old
sweet
the city. They are a drain on some
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
ricst been a resident of the state for
In 1860, 4,158,500 bales of cotton dream while drifting 'in enchanting five
one and a nuisance to the irogress
years
the
compla
int from Porto
were produced in this country, while gondolas along her winding canals. Rico seems reasonable.
and good behavior of the city.
The greatest writers have described
in 1904, no less Than 12,87es000 bales in unforgotten
The memorial asks that the upper
words her magical gar
dens. She has been a dream of beau- body of the legislature, instead of bePREVALENCE OF VAGRANCY were produced in the, South. .
ing appointed by the president, shall
In 186o, 830,450.000 bushels of corn ty, an emb.Adied municipal poem, the be chi' an
(Louisville Courier-Journal)
by the seven provinces.
faire.-t
and
most. dazzling city ever
wer e produced in the United States,
that the heads of 'the departmen1s.
There is a good deal of complaint
built by the children of men.
ss hile in tocig, more than 661,000,000
For centuries the poet and the art- shall have no seats in this body. aner
in town and country of the difficulty
that inst.-ad of being appointed from
of getting belpeof vaeious sorts, whe- bushels were produced in the Soueh ist have raved over the stately Cam- Washinoton these
heads shall be appanile,
the
Bridge
akew.
of Sighs, magnifithee in saving4iciope or fti the doing
cent St. Marks. the Palace of the pointed by the governor—who will
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
In 1860 the United States had 5,- Doges,
of other ivork, including that of
HAS
the Library, and the many himself still be rearneild by the president—e
v'eh
the
c25.798
consen
t
of
cotton
the
local EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU
spindles; in Igoe the architectural splendors that line the
households. But there are a good
CAN PAPER
Grand Canal. She has been associat- senate.
many idle men and women, who South had 8,615,000 spindles.
A
ROOM
SIDE
,
The
reason
WALL
ablene
CEILI
,
ss
NG
AND
of
these deBORDER TO MATCH
In t86o, the value of all the exports ed with some of the greatest dramas
have no apparent means of getting
of Slrakespere, with relentless Shy- niancls is certainly enforced, not only FOR THE SMALL
from
the.
SUM
United
OF
ONLY
65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOState, was $3,33.576,- lock, the
an honest liviage end the incongruity
jealr 'us and passionate Moor by the initial unpreparedness in many
of these two. phases of the situation 000, while in 1904, the exports from and ill-fated Deedemonia. In the cases, but else by brief stays of the RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING
AT 6 CENTS PER
history of 21F1. and architecture her various Americans who have gone to
has catteed sorrie:Inquiry as to the the South we re $559,24.2,000.
Porto
ROLL,
Rico as beads of government
WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY r;ic PER SINGLE ROLL,
In 1860, the property value of the name may almcat be said to lead all
remedy.
departments. Many of them have
the
rest.
United
States was estimated at, $16,OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
The,searson is no doubt unfavorable
Yet this splendid city may be pass- been men of excelken ability, and
their appointment indicated an hotseit DESIGNS.
to active exertion, even though the 159,000,000, while in loos the property ing through her last days.
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, 101.. 15C, aoc
The Cam- purpos
e at Watringtore to secure qua!
value of the South was valued at $15,. panile has fallen dove&
beat is below the normal.
When
a shapeless ified
appointees. They have nearly AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICE
ruin. Scaffolding now disfigures St.
S
blackberries are ripe and roaseing- 500,000,000.
811 found their way track home, howMarks
the
and
Library
These figure, show . that today the
. One of the ever,
SUIT
TO
THE
ears are easy of access, the problem of
PEOPL
E.
NEW
PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS,
in the course of two or three
old historic castles has been turned
existence is somewhat simplified for South has almost as large a popula- irto a factrry.
years, I using their places to be filled
The
piles
upon which
DS:SIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COLcertain classes of the community. tion as the entire country had before some of the buildings stand have been by still other ,ran.sients.
It
is
highly
desirable that there OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO
Howieier, the law does not recognize the war began, that it had almost as slowly sinking or rotting. The ,edifiMATCH. ALL
should he an infusion of American
any of these as a sufficient reason large a valuation, and that it has ces along the Grand Caril are being IeeaR—r the
COLO
RS
BURLA
IN
PS..
HAND
ALSO
right sort—into Porto
SOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
claimed by the remorseless waters.
for idlenes when there are no other more railroads, more exports. more
The facade of Deedemonia's house is Rican society, an it is safe to as- JAPANESE FIBRE
, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEMIMI' that government appoiOrnents
appnrcnt means of earning a.living. cotton :nineties and in a general way cracked. Many of the
nobleet wyche
Uncle the law a-s it formerly pre- it is richer in natural resources, hank c,f art are now die-figured with rents %mild- rarely if ever go to nonsresi- SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL
LINE
dents if the suggestion had to come
eail'd in :his state, a person con- deposits, pig iron and coal than was it ruined absolutely.
entirely from the Porto Ricans them- OF SEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES,
All
that,
id jamming (if brt
WINv:cted of vagrancy could be soid to the entire republic in 186o.
selves. They are like other people in
and aretrite•
is apparently
DOW
SHAD
CANVA
ES,
S,
TACKS
,AND
the highest bidder, yod kept in inBUILD
ING
that
All DROOFING
respect. The governor's power
ecl to 'refine:
and mechanical 4Itil
of appointment. subject to confirma- PAPERS.
The German press .continutes to seems milt)) •
voluntary servitude Mf a certain perCALL AND SEE OUR NICE Lung OF mAstPLEs AND
save. Of course'Mitt
iod. This was a different matter throw out belligerent 'hints towatd passing nf th •'llueen of the Amiwt11 tion by a local senate. might, however, he sufficient to inane enough BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU
RIGHT AND
from peonage, for which there have England because of the latter's an- he gradual. Time': nesser-resTIN fingers are remorseless, but there is no "foreigners" in important public p-- GIVE YOU
THE
recently been many prosecutions in flounced intention of sending a fleet
BEST
VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
sitions
hnrry. One splendid memeriwi
aii_
lm a
b:
the federal comes. In the calm of of warships to the Baltic sea for ma- coon/hie this
Englen
d,
the
nwset
success
ful
of
year. Another
Clyatt vs. the United States, the su- neuvers. The German press calls the deetrcryed the next. And as the 'ands modern colonizing countries, has atpreme court said that "peonage is a sea German waters and therefore inti- of the desert claimed the gorgeous; tained success largely through a liberal policy toward the development, of
statue/ t c condition of compeleory ser- mates that England will he trespass- palaces of Serwracherib and the Hang- fiscal politica
l autonomy in, matters of
ing Gardens of Babylon. so will the
vice based upon the indebtedness of ing on private preserves. Among oth- peesiont
es s waves of the Adriatic take local concern, and it is only by such
•: j
policy that the people of a dependency
the peon to his master." "The basal er mutterings is the intimation that once again to its
heart. the Aphrodite
can he stimulated to their bee nationiset is indebtedness!' a is itviroltin- the England warship, might run
onto that sprang from 't; and then there al life. Por:o RiCi)'19
memorial is cleer
will
he
no
Golden
hidden
tor servitude, not for crime, and is
Book of Venice to iy a
mines', as did the U .6. warsign of health, and deserves canrecord
the
noisele
ss
catastr
ophe.
did con-sideratieis from ceinghese.
contiLY to law- Vagrancy is a crime ship Maine, in the Havana harbor, or
affil so -lay be purri•heet as other cut down some of the many crafts
II
J. G. Rawlins and three sons
--Subscrlbe for the Register.
which infest the waters in question, negro were tried at Valdosta "tot a
crimes, by involunta?y servitude.
Ga., for
killing
two children in an attempt to
Kentucky legislature either one of which mishaps might
However, t
exterminate an entire family. Four
ade a change in cause vefy serious results. These
at ke last Rc.
of the five*re convicted and sent130 SOU11-1 TriiRP. 5T
statements of the German papers enced
PA1)UCA11.
the law reepecting vairta^cy,
to d.. h. the only one escap• ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
elimhotting the features t f ljng the va- would he 'real funny if not so eeri- ing getting 'a life stentenee.
PADUCAH, KY,
F
grant into xervituele, or
Genital Practic-.
ing him oesly made. They are nevertheless inPitteberg Coal. No sla k, no slate
208-210 Fraternity Buildine.
out for a certain peni . Several teresting reading just now when trouno clinkers.
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
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Totals
SPANKED Inning-
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3 1

rily to take Zinkin's place for 'a week
or ten days.-Cairo Telegram.

1 0 3

...32 7 to 27 It

Suit For Damages River Ripplings.

3

President Charles Brown- „returned
3 4 5 6 7 8 9--r ii e last night from Cairo, where-fie- went DIXIE MILLS COMPANY SUES
Princeton. O 00000000-O 43 on league business. Owing to the
,'R W. HAWTHORNE FOR
Paducah.. O 010 I 500 x-7 to 3 quarantine which went into. effect
BREACH OF CONTRACT.
NINE
PIA QAVE
THEM
there yesterday he had to obtain a
OSE EGGS, YIELDING
Earned runs, Paducah I ; three base health certificate before he could Negro Murderer Being Held for Missleavs.
issuppi Authorities Demands
hits,
McClaint sacrifice hits, McNamFOUR HITS.
a Requisition, Etc.ara, Brahic; home runs, Lloyd; dous
Pitcher-Umpire "Happy" Eckstone,
ble plays, McAndrews to Meyers,
who was a member of the Cairo team
Yesooday in .:he circuit court of
Brahic to GilJigan; left on bases,
and when run out of town by an an- this c nnoy Attorney Hal Corbett ced
PACAH FORGES TO.
Princeton 6, Paducah 5; hit by pitchgry lot of fans because of bad deci- a suit for $1o.000 damages f•o breach
114 'OP ROUND OF LADDER ed ball, Piatt; stolen .bases, Taylor,
I. •
contssct for the Dixie Mills comPotts, riatt; struck out, by Rossen sions he made in umpiring a game, 19
pitching for a Clinton, Ia., inde- pany, ciont, ,:ed' of G. C. 1A'allace,
2, by Piatt 8; bases on balls, off Ros- now
pendent team. Eckstone went from Robert Phillips and others, against
•
sVincies Wins a Close Game From sen 2, off Piatt 1; time of game, 1:40; C,airo to Rock Island in the Three I. R. W.
Hawthorn, a traveling salesumpire Kubitz.
league where he was knocked out of man. Hawthorn, who lives in Mishe Tadpoles. by Heav-'''
the box by Davenport almost be- siwippi, had contracted with the corn
Vincennes 3, Cairo 1.
ier Hitting.
fore he threw the ball. He then went pany named to travel in, the best ter'Cairo, Ill., Aug. 2.-The Alices took
Clinton. -Cairo Citizen.
ritory of the company for two years
the last game from Cairo this after- to
but recens4y jumped his contract and
noon in a spirited contest. They won
L. A.. DEFEATED BY
COALITION TICKET
.went to work for another concern,
by superior hitting.
GIVEN STRONG APPROVAL hence the suit and damages asked.
The summer y :
STRONG BENTON TEAM
R H E Republican State Central Committee
Filed Away.
3 to 4
Vincennes
Endorses Louisville Municipal
In the city court yesterday on the
I
Cairo
i 6a
4
How They Stand.
Ticket,
motion of the city attorney, the
Batteries-Duggan and Matteson;
W. L. Pct.
i
charge
against Will Diggs and Will
Taylor and Lemon.
,
Padih
583
Louisville, Aug. 2.-The coalition Kirk, colored, of having sold beer to
4 ".14
I. s t,',. •I
6
Cair
500
faction of the Republican party in the colored trolley.party .recently had
.1
Close Gime at Benton.
6 6 50:10
Vinines
Louisville has "downed' the stand
n the street car line, was filed away.
Prirton
7 417, The strong team of Benton, Ky., pat faction, The Republican state cen- This leaves the question of the sale
defeated the L. A. L of Paducah, in
tral committee has approved the co- ot malt liquor- on the trolley unset'I*
a very fast and interesting game at alition
ticket recently put out by in- tled.
Yesterday's Results.
that place yesterday afternoon by the
dependent
Democrats and then enPucah 7, Princeton o,
score of 5 to 4. The local amateur
dorsed by the Republicans. The state
Wants a Requisition.
Veennes 3,,Cairo 2.
diampions held Benton safe until the
central committee
passed some
Jacob Smith, colored, held here to
last half of the ninth inning when
strong resolution*, among others be- answer a murder committed in Missis
they secured three "Texas leaguers"
ing the. following:
sippi, now refuses to return to that
off Muck's delivery, which, who an
"This committee, with the fullest state unless on a requisition. At first
Nacenneik at Pacah,
error, gave them the victory,. Lee appreciation
of the public-spirited ac- he consented to go bacgk to Lambert,
Eneetont at Cairo..
Hart, of the Inos's pitched seven intion of the citizens of Louisville the .scene of his crime, without such
nings for the L. A. L.'s and made an
through the City club, 'heartily en- a writ, but he has changed his mind.
Platt Perfooma41. •
exeelleht showing. The feature of
dorses the action* of the Republicans The Mississippi authorities have been
'the
game
was
the
run
home
of
Black of Louisville
ly's bunch 01 babies could' not
and Jefferson county in notified. Smith acknowledges the
do thing
Wiley Piatt, the on- of Benton. Score by innings:
nominating a ticket acceptable to the charge against him.
ly,yester
-kague park. P0tt Innings- r 234567 8 o---r h e independent voters of the city and
2 ootooio--4 -75 county, and earnestly urges all Rean
spiked
itsod frw being
Writ of Detainer Granted.
*he three previous Benton.... 00 I 000 I 0 2-5 TO 4 publicans to lay aside every personal
Yesterday Justice Richard Barber
•
dates. •e *cote was Paducah 7, iRatteries-L. A. U.. Hart, Block grievance and factional feeling and
tried the ejectment.; suit of B. G. Waland Block; Benton, Crtitchen and
* Pricetion 0.
come together, as. one man, to work lace against C. W. Cherry, wherein
os
re ;Klein, MtNamera, Taylor and Black.
for the overthrow of the oligarchy the plaintiff wants possession of his
Nis did sensational fielding stunts.
which. masquerading as Democracy, South Fourth street house which is
Ball Club's Dance.
'at
the Igiapts at his mercy
and under the cloak of the organiza- occupied by defendant. The court orThe i905 ball club will give a dance
atl th
• the 'Wine, yielding but
tion which it controls, has conspired dered Cherry to vacate. The SU0' was
at Wallace park the night of August
for
with the worst elements of social dis- filed in Justice Jesse Young's court,
Ch
Paducah's first 31. The very best of order is prom- order and political corruption to de- tut he vacated the bench
of his own
rU, 1
thiriniRting. He caught ised.
stroy the ballot, terrorize the citizens volition and got Mr. Barber to try
on of
sen's fast shoots square on
with police intimidation, and wring the proceeding.
BASEBALL NOTES.
thi tic
, sent it sailing toward
large sums in unjust taxes from the
tht club oasts The ball rolled under
people while leaving them a pray to
Marriage License Granted.
Paducah again leads.
thi steps and into a hole, Before it
the footpad and midnight marauder."
The county clerk has issued a marcoeft.** 'recovered and returned to
There is no doubt but that this ac- riage lieense to James Wakers, aged
Tomorrow is ladies' day.
the agroond the veteran hall player
tion of the state comsnittee will 5.3. and Harriett Wright, aged .47, of
ha. Made the circuit of the bases.
strengthen the ticket some among GlendaPe. ID. The groom has been
What was it the Princeton Demo- those Republicans who think ere they
)and reached first in the fifth on
married Once before, while this is the
out beating Piatt?
crwr and went to third on crat said
vote, but there are many machine first venture for the bride. The couhat's single. Piatt .tole second and
Republicans in Louisville and they tilt are consins
Vincennes will be here today for will be an unknown quantity until
Itcssen threw wild in an attempt to
four games. Brahic will pitch the the ballots are counted. It was the
det-h hirn. Land scoring.
GOVERNMENT STATEMENT
1.1 t
s h the, Indians chased first game for the locals.
machine faction in the Republican
OF INDEBTEDNESS
each o
party which opposed the coalition
NBA 11010. Taylor
Afanager
and
Ray
his
leave
team
' Tingled and retie sacrificed. Taylor
ticket.
How Stood the Finances of the Counstole third and Potts Was walked. tills morning for Cairo. Ray expects
try on Tuesday.
Potts started for second and on to take three games there.
SEEKING MEN OF CHARACTER
Downing's throw to second he turnWashington, Aug. 2.-The monthly
Orth Collins is playing in the outed back. While Kipp was chasing
Secretary Wilson to Reorganise Crop statement of the public debt shows
Potts Taylor scored. Kipp fired the field for Cairo. His works is said to
Statistics Bureau.
that at the c:ose of business July 31,
ball toward Meyers but it hit Potts be on the sensational order.
1905, the debt, less cash in the treason the head and rolled into the
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. i.-Secre- ury, amounted
to
$1,002,o49,oen,
Catcher Harvey of the Cairo team tary Wilson will reorganize thorough- which is an increase
field, the runner getting back to
for the month of
first. Lloyd hit to McAndrews. who has been released for the second time ly the crop statistics bureau of the de- $12,182,229. This increase is largely
threw VI seeond hut Potts beat the this season.--Cano Citizen.
partment of agriculture. according to accounted for by a corresponding dehall there. Kipp got the ball to first
information here last night. Already crease in the amount of cash on hand.
Weldon, Hankey and White of the he is seeking men of character, standin time to retire Lloyd. Land sinThe debt is recapitulated as folgled to left and McNamara 10 the defunct Cotton States arrived in Cai- ing and education to conduct the work lows:
.ball go through him., Potts scoring ro this morning.-Cairo Telegrams
of the bureau, men hi whom the farm
lnterestsbearing debt, $895,158,720;
apil Land reaching third. Piatt was
ers and growers of the country will debt on which interest has ceased
That the teams are evenly matched have implicit confidence, and vtitis will since
and Gilligan walked, filling the
maturity, $1,264,735; debt bearbrought all three men wa., shown by the close scores of place the reports of the' bureau on ing no interest, $385,491,270; total,
(
41 with a triple. Bohannon died from Padticall and Princeton. and Vin- a standard of excellence never hereto- $1,181,914,131.
cennes and
'ro. Of course none of fore achieved. One man he has found This amount, however, does not inBelli to Mirvers.
can
them
beat
Piatt.
The of6cial summary follows
aithoogh he does not, at this time, clude $993,726,969 in certificates rnd
Princeton .........ab c h po a e
wi-h to publish his name. The other treasury notes outstanding, which are
Hahn, leI fielder for Vincennes, is three he hopes to secure in a short
Bell. 311i
4 0• 0
0
offset by an equal amount of cash on
Meindrewz:,
4 00t6 o confined in a hospital at Cairo with time. Two of them will be Southern hand held for their redemption.
an injnred nee. It is thought he has men, and both will be experts in cotcf
4 -6 0 3 0
The cash in the treasury is classiwater on the knee and wil4 he laid ton and tobacco statistics. This, in
Meyers, th
oS
30
fied as follows: Gold reserve, $150,4 0
up for three ot four weeks.
McNamara, If
3 0 I
I
brief, is one of the ideas which Secre- 000,000; trust funds, $993,726,969; genKinn. !I*
tary Wilson elucidated to Piesident eral fund. $151,034,009; in national
30 6' 2
Harvey. until a few days ago Roosevelt yesterday.
Carnes, rf
bank depositories, $65,715,119; in treacatcher for Cairo. has been appointed
Downing, e
3 0 0
3b
2 3
sury
‘
4
of Philippine Islands, $3,972,fr21;
aninnpire to relieve Ned Zinkins, who
Rosser% p
A waterspout flooded Lyons creek, total, $1,364.4400t9 against which
3012
sick and has returned to hi'. home near junction City. Kas. Great damthere are demand liahilities outstand.in Vincennes, Ind. Harvey umpired age to crops
Totals
was done, while 1.e00 ing amounting
.32 0 4 24 14 3
to ' $1,014.523.2813.
yesterday at Cairo and gave satisfac- fret of the MI. K. & T. railroed track
whirls leaves a cash balance on hand
tkm.
was washed away. A party of thirty of $279,865,731.
Paducah
ah r h
campers were caught asleep and lost
an,
. 'r r
Umpire'Zietkins has been ill with al) but their night clothes.
Ijohn T. Graves, an employe of the
&in. If
. 4 o 2
malaria for two weeks and repeatedly
Southern Expres* company at PalatBohannon, 31,
2 requested that some oneThe employed
'4 0 0.
The Democrats. of Christianeimnty, ka, Fla., declared he had been held
Tay:or, cf....,.....4-s
0 to take his place. 'He frankly states , this state!have
0 Vi a
put a coalition ticket up and robbed of $2,000 but when arBrahic, rf
3 o 0
0 that he feels that in his present confor county offices in the field.
rested and sweated owned trp to havPotts, A.-% ,.‘,
3c t I
0 dition he cannot do justice to himing hid the money with a view of
i tiord. lb
4 1110
self or the public. The officials are ' If you have
never tried PitWitirg stealing, the amount. Ile is now in
Lind, c
endeavoring to And a man tempora- Coal you don't know hoss wood it is.
4 '2' 1 9
jail in default of bond.
I 2
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Indispensable
Summer
t. Toilet Aid,

Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 23.9; falling.
Chattanooga, 3.8,; standing.
Cincinnati, 9.6; falling:
Evansville, to.4; falling.
Florence, 2.0; falling.
Johnsonville, 4.1; falling.
No lady can diopense with
Louisville, 4.6; falling.
:
3
1
Mt. Carmel. 3.4; falling.
Henry's Aseptic Crear.T luring
sshvi:ls, 8.6; falling.
the summer if she wishes to
keep her complexion in good
r:itsburz. 5.5; falling.
Davi: Island Dam, 7.6; fallino.
condition.
St. Louis, 20.8; rising.
Mt. Vernon, to.; falling.
4: Henry's Aseptic Cream .;
Paducah, 11.4; falling.
Protects the skin from the in
•
effects of exposure to sun and
The towboat Lyda has come out of
wind,
makes the skin smooth
the Tennessee river with a icy., of
•
and the complexion clear. Cons
tains nothing but pure, sweet,
Yesterday afternoon there
got
beneficial
ingredients.
Posaway for the Tennessee river the
sesses a very delicate odor.
steamer
Clyde.
She comes back
again next Monday night.
Yesterday the Reuben Dunber got
away for Nashville immediately after
T
Druggist
coming in from Clarksville.
•••
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
Sixth and Broadway
t
yesterday and comes back tornorroW.
+
TELEPHONE 63.
Today's boat in that trade is the
$
John S. Hopkins.
+
The Kentucky comes out of the
Tennessee river late tonight and lays
here until Saturday afterm on before
getting away on her return trip.
The Peters Lee readies Cincinnati
tomorrow and gets away from
Saturday enroute back this wa*„for
Memphis.
The Rees Lee gets to Memphis toRubber Stamps Made gt Herne
day and leaves there tomorrow after'Can be appreciated- more than
noon confute back this way.
The City of .Saltillo passes out of
those made elsewhgre.
we
the Tennessee river Saturday bound
.are prepared to furnish all
back towards Memphis.
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
The Ruben Dunbar arrived yestershort notice.
day morning from Clarksville and
RUBBER STAMPS,
left at 2 p. m. for Nashville.
PAID STAMPS,
The Dick Fowler left at 8 w .
"---sLINEN MARKERS,
terday for Cairo and returned
last night. She' had a good trip
BRASS STENCILS,
way.
DATER,
,\
The Henry Harley arrived, yesterINK PADS.
day frem Nashville to go on the ways
Ir fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
for extensive repairs.
The Clyde left ate 6 p. m. yesteraccessories delivered in an hour's
day for Waterloo, Ala.
notice.
The Cowling was on regular time
yesterday from and to Metropolis.
PADUCAH STAMP
The Royal was in and out yesterday for Golconda.
&STENCIL COMPANY
The City of Memphis left St. Louis
403% BROADWAY.
last evening for the Tennessee river
Old Phone 36.
and is due here Friday morning.
The S. H. Clarke has passed up
with a tow of empties.
The Enos Taylor is on the dry
docks for repairs.
The recollection of the quality of
The kcal •teamboat inspectors
have just closed a busy month. Ow- our prescriptions remains long after
ing to the fact that the inspectors at the price is forgotten.
Nashville an
Evansville were sick
and on leave, the office here assisted
in the work of those districts. Over
twenty vessels were examined at Carrollton, Madison, jeffer.onville, New
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
Albany, Louisville, Tell City, Padu- 7th and Broadway.
Tel. 756.
cah, B•wling Green, Hartford, EvansPrescriptions called for and delivville and Nashville.
About ninety
vessels are annually inspected by ered free of charge anywhere in the
Captains Dunn and Abraham.-Lou- city.
iseille Herald.
Notice has been received in Padu
cah from the civil service commission of another examination for local
and assistant inspector of hulls in
the steamboat inspection service. The
examination was originally set for
June 28-29, but was indefinitely
postponed, and is now set for September 13 and 14. There have been
SEND YOUR ROUGH
DRY,
several examinations for applicants
LAUNDRY
TO
PADUCAH
THE
for this position, but none of them
ever passed the examination, and
SUPPLY
COMPANY,
now another examination is to be TOILET
hcld. The list desired is of eligibles FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOTfrom which to make certification to
fill a vacancy in the position of as- LESS WORK AND PROMPT DEsistant, 'inspector of hulls in the
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
Steambiaat Inspection. Service at
Philadelphia. Pa., at $olion per ans
num, and vacancies as they may occur in the position of local and as•istant inspector of hulls in that serIS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
vice throughout the United States.
Age limit, 25 to 55 year,00 the date
NORTHWESTERN
MUof the examination. This exansina- THE
Son is open to all ciizens of the TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
United States who comply with the
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
requirements.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
Seven sailors were killed and eight HIM. ROOM
11, TRUEHEART
seriously injured by the explosion of
r submarine mine during mining prac- BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OFtice near Stockholm, Sweden.
FICE, rya; RESIDENCE, 316.

.1: 11. Oehlschlaeger 4:

The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.

HAYES

Four Cents a Pound

C. B. HatfieNi

PUKE COAL
•

•

Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no
clinkers

'Family Lump,well screened 11c bu.
Large. Nut
10c bu
Place your order for coal with us
••••

United States Gas, Coal
oil' phones 254.

Large Egg 11c tn.
Nut
10c bu.

Coke Company
Office Fc)o.
- of Ohio Street

"Itt'Altd
...NW/lamp
,
••

',IND OF ANCrENT METEOR.
babeeere ait'Witttanselearn, lit. Y.. UMW
earth Wks' Appears to si•
Old Ileasnoly Visitor.

alMWM•01MOMMNIMIIMM•MOIMENNIMIIIMP•10

HELPS VOX HOUSEKEEPERS,

A JUNGLE "INFAIIL"'

lemmas of Information Pertaining t•
Co'..taary Departmeat—Soma

A INSICIIOLOG1

•
Tin REVENGE OF ANUM3.

SWITCH GIRLS THE, LOVI.

)

alla
This /oldies

ml

Illagniar tensile* That Is ladlulapod
la by 110all• Yonne Poop's, Is
Panasylvanta-

ware traeleaaaat icatimeat Is ere
"I was in
A COUNTY is southern krinsola aal
is Well Developed in Ile
Excellent Disks..
nuations Suggested by the Poen
i rte1 while as
less than a decade ago there still to
of Timm.
owined • rural section which the people is
_—
ir
had been
liar Habits of Raccoons,
What seemed to ber fragmeote of•
Alutniaum is 110,4 being used ex. the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
I
number of authentic &notes
At Shamokin, Pa., some queer owe
mphia, t
A
esagnetic iron meteor, which may have ensively as a mate:.al for toilet arth of contumely handed down from • period
De ocrat mar
toms have aurviyed the march of pror have been collected by Le T du
this
when
portion
of the county was iodated
descended to the earth centiolies ago. lea. It boa advantages tater silver
With the numl
tees among this Poles and Russian*. Monde to illustrate the fiat tithe
as discovered the other day by soma n Leon; light in weight and metes by impassable roads and'covered with dense eisintolui al • boutborn Olkee.•..
ill hang aro
)ne of these observances is "switch- sentiment of revenge is very 'dethe
ety.: of the Seenalugli .....▪ borers who are excavating a arenas '.ernishiug, while it costs less and cas timbers. The "jangle" fell behind in the
n made no
mg day." It is a favorite day for veloped in sow. animals. Eveody
march
of
progress.
telliatent Little Denis-ea
The
farm
wagon
cooin KnicLerbocker avenue, at Cornelia ae treated in an equally ertiszie wan
aashful lovers, for swiftness of limb, knows that elephants, for exile
veyed the family to church on Suada,os Theo
is history
of Ike Woods.
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The dirt- aer. says Rostock Buoget.
the people on the prairie rode in "'prize
that was foug
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap- have long memories when there
%Vita a can of deviled ham one can wagons" or owned buggies. There was
/every was made at a depth of 40 feet.
one
rhere Is some
seansmal psychology is to be studied tures the belles of the community, subjected to treatruen. .oat Irta
k being necessary to remove a hill 54 fork wonders sometimes if one has prevailing style of architecture, which is still
to me.
their feelings. Capt. Shipp', the
see, in Paris," said an observant se.s-s an eastern exchange.
feet high before the sidewalk level woa 1, reliable cue to begin operations frequently seen, the square log house with
iror days the man 1)as been in trans French army, discovered this $to
d
"Whey are t
ritizen
recently,
according
boxed-up
and
'or instance, have • small can of Pt one room
to the
a
kitchen at ilia aide,
peached.
Mg for the run of his life, while the his sorrow six weeks after bad eta,
tale man v
Upon reaching • ten-foot depth in ind mix it through two gills of cream The lights streaming through the one mail New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
maids adjure corsets and rub lini- given an elephant a sandwich rinthe cellar excavation the men came chipped stiffly. Add to this, too, • wtodow showed such decorations an the the scientista are going to take the
walla as • shotgun and rifle, the kern pow subject up in a systematic way. That ment on their kneecaps every night kled with cayenne pepper. Thep.
limn the hard substance, and at first ;ill of consomme in which is dlr.
tr
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
Finally the tain, had almost forgotten timid.
good plan. It is a broad field, and ere wooing slumber.
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its ;aired half an ounce or even less
4 the hunt, while on winter evenings
research along these lines will no morning of "swinanting day" arrives. dent. when ne next saw the Ina)
extraordinary weight, however. made eelatine. Put this into paper cases glewing firelight from the
cavernous fire.
The man sees befoViisnotll the maid- and attempted to caress him: him
&ern examine it more closely, and ir into little china molds and net place threw shadows in and out among the loubt be productive of much interest,
ens of his village.
may take his elephion, recognizing the prscal
When they cut into a large [note of in ice for as long a time as neces
festoons of orions a dried pumpkin, and nag data. Heretofore what acts otists
pick. All he must do La to catch and joker, suddenly absorbed a qtaity
save
said
along
this
interior
line,
.ary,
"middlinn"
and
matter
the
they found the
Ives
in fact
suspenclefro
'
or longer, and uncnold whet
m the rafters.
The house in which Rester Lane was born all they hare learned, has been of • switch and duck with water the one of dirty water from a puddle n.-by
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a 4er:ing.
of his choice—the maid whom he amid diffused it over the ofiaceroan
surface several inches deep of hard.
Ohl potatoes) should always be stood in a small cleared space in the heart theoretical nature, anti it may be said
would have for his wife. If *be is form.
"jungle."
the
Here
of
she
that
grew
to
worms
animal
psychology
stied yellow clay.
has not passed
,laced over the stove iu cold watet
fleeter
of foot than he and escapes
hood
wider
ac
with
experience
Griffith, the historian, tells airy
with
the
mt.
neyond the perely experimental stage.
The search was extended further, and new potatoes in boiling water
side world than the weekday
"Darwin came nearer formuladug she is free. It the man is beloved of of two Indian elephantst at the g.
and the men came upon a perfectly Get the old uoretoesi stabil in ice ws. sear-eat village, and an annual walk to the
journey to the an exact hypothesis
his quarry she seldom gets away, of Burtpore. Water was scare rid
formed ape's head and also a rana's ler for an hour or two after peeline entity seat in fair time.
than any other
scientist when he took up the study of though his feet are sled in leaden In great demand, which gave unlit! •
head. All the matter was turned over at-ft before coeking,.
item- first hardship came to her at the
shoes.
value to a well that had not drItip
to Frank N. Schell, the cont.'.-tor,
Eivicitreon butter is stowed with of six, when she must trudgo each day foe the emotioos and the means of ex.
"Switching day" ot Shamokin to One day, just as a small elephatand
pressing
them, but even this splendid
who will transfer the relics to some erilled meant. etc. To make It, put le miles to the district school. But school
Sunday, when all the lade and its driver were leaving the welihs
museum.
.Wc) tablet ptionfels of f. eoh butter slays in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys treatise is lacking in that definite data taster
"It appears to me," said Mr. Schell. es a small bowl, and wark into it getting the most of the "ashoolin'"because ehich would place animal psychology lames of the country round about animal carrying a pail of water,any
the girls married and had no use for ik among the se-called exact.
gather at the town for the annual large and strong elephant seizethe
that when this meteor fell, perhaps dioroughly with the puiot of a all
sciences.
there were no bachelor maids in the "jun- But
It has occurred to me that, a busy, meeting. A girl's starting to run is pail and drank the water. The smog
centeries ago, it struck the earth like .er knife a mixture of vayerine, gle."
Marriage was a certainty about which
hustling center of population, where accepted as a token that she is not elephant, conscious of his infamy „•
II shower of hailstones would. That nixed lirb powder. minced parstey, there could be no doubt.
averse to her pursuer The youth's strength, showed no resentnicritart
the pieces are all ancient is evident enion juice and mushroom powder.
Hester Lane being what the natives of the the may find so much that is artificial,
from the hard yellow clay which sur- •vhen this is accomplished, set it oc "jtuagIe" cal.ed a "good, Stuart girl," ii 10 much that is out of harmony ‘4 lib start is acoopted as • proposal, and bided his time. One day be moos
he natural order of things, would Do matter what misfortune may be- enemy standing broadside by r
mount.each piece."
.be ice, and as soon as solid stamp it was expected she would make a good match,
IPACZ IN
his quarry he must provide for her The little fellow suddenly rushed rrano uainty pats. Dot these about If the Lane home was more picturesque ant be the place to prosecute in an fall
future
his
of
days
Ufa.
all
than
the
ward
some
of
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
with
its
all
energy
the
at
neighbors
his
it
*awas
utelligent
because
and
,he meat in serving.
satisfactory way a
tames of the lc
Liester's liand trained the morning glory Itudy of this
Pathetic indeed was the Musts-atlas mend, butted the big one on the te
A delicious sandwich is made ba
interesting subject.
i them are full
vines over ths window in summer and hid
ini.IISVIZIff Devito of Spatial Moen
Susan
Man
of
feet
case
this
the
of
in
and tumbled him over into the eti.
eurrounclings a trifle more rugged
rpreading thin ovals o: bread with the woodpile behind a bank
recall one sto
of sturdy holp would seem
to S.Placed on Some of tits
An Indian missionary tells of oar
to afford a better oppor- look, who was by all odds the handtqual parts of finely chopped celery hocks and princess feathers. Tin
sonfeellerate n
pans tunitY
colonies
Russian
somest
girl
the
in
War•kips.
discreet
person
whom he saw tesag
for the observance of mental
and walnut nieins, mixed
stable in Chao
with and pails shone nowhere else with such
many miles about iiih• was tall an elephant by pricking his trunk
:hopped olives end a little mayou brightness and luster as they did on that orocree,s in the lower order of life, for
Selling It on h
The navy department is providine
and
slender
eyes
her
&sere
were
and
a
pin
and
then
feeding
him
with
bench
h
although,
outside the kitchen door. Besides
of course, much may be
asaise.
Mae of the pre
crowned
golden
with
some of the warships with a new life
was
blue.
Eh*
tuce salad which no elephant has ig
To stuff an olive, peal the pulp Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts 'earned by the method which has been
7.hickamang
a.
hair, which grew in dainty ringlets use for. The animal was rather ale
raft, says a Washington special te !Tom the
ors the long winter evenings than any other adopted by European
scientists.
stone spirally, as one peels
"The faders'
girl in he "jungle," where a feather bed
Manboh
aloes
head.
upon
her
Mae
the New York World. It consists of an apple,
In
anger
said
had
he
not fully &WA
"In the southern part of the United
being careful not to let 11 and bedding and a cow was
.the top of the
the dowry
more suitors than she would am to be mad tilt a half hour bad elapse,
an ethptloal copper tabs somewhat break.
Then make a tiny ball of the bride was expected to bring to her every itates these scientists might find much it'd
ties had beet
hoe late that would give
sept, and ahe wee eery coy. Fleet ad whoa, he suddenly seised the man's)*
battened, with air-tight stomper* tiling •nd
them a more
fold the strip about it.
band.
side. T
arriving
aloes
maid
had,
the
loot,
at
scents strengthened by fins.
trees
his
head, tore it into shied. st,i:
The
Too much baking powder is oftea
Hester had hei choice between Squire ietiode clew to the reascning met h•
if t ees, fell
marriageable
ago, peeped one dung the fragments into the face r
a
tab* is incased in cork, wound wi.b ruled in douphnuts
els
of
animals
illudeoe's
of
eon
Wiloam
the
lower order.
and "Jim" Gotham.
and fried drop
4 'welch t other
"ewitching day" in safety without the his tormentor.
titaness and made absolutely water- :ekes, cruising the
do:4h to burst out Those father vas the big Lad tomer la filet little trick of theuppossum, for giving of her promise.
is Unix effort
tight- Attached to this float is a n very irregular
A British magazines told. awkil
l
nubbles on the the "jungle" and could set off ten acres natance, when he fences death, phew,
Isla. 'I fell o
Miss Manbok untC mesa es the no. ago, of a milkman's dog that was Us
for the young people to start oat with. Be- in element of shrewdness
rope netting three feet deep, from edge, which soak
which one
fat and make the ing a prudent-minded
my face down,
sent festival occasion had succeeded terror of all smaller canines, as b
young woman, Roo -arely thole in orders of
which is suspended a wooden slatted doughnuts heavy and
intelligence
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is by an ordinary road trots Violent. ly handsome "old .iesh" hall tablet
Which Is a smaller proportion than serning them which appeared in the
Cosh-oats got no wedding present from her
Mout. to Pre Ptlo Papa
&eke..
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newspapers,panted into albums, and
in western ootintriea.
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"I was in Chickamauga park a
lb#rt while ago," said an old veteran
Fr
had been discussing the reunion
b ernphia, to a New Orleans
US1oerat man, "and I was impressed
MVi the number of old veterans who
hang around the hills that have
n made memorable in the coons history by the fierce battle
that was fought there In the '00's.
Mere Is something pathetic about it
lo me.
"atsy are typical of the charades
Ole man w?i followed the for
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Are You Bilious? Personal Mention. The Encampment' The "Marjorie"

The Beauty Of This Bee

Have you that tired, worn-out feeling? Do you have Weld or dizzy
efiss Ida &alai-, of Chicago, is vis- EVERYTHING WILL BE
IN FINE YACHT BELONGING TO
spells? Do you have shooting pains
aing
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Sloan and
READINESS BY LAST OF
FRANK AND W. H. RJEKE
in the head, back, arms and legs? Is
WEEK
your appetite bad? -If you have these daughter, Mrs. Joseph Desberger, of
HERE.
Jefferson near Eleventh street.
** GOOD AND TWICE
THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS
symptoms you need a
,Itfirs. W. J. Decker and child re- Tents, Crematory and Signal Service City of Idaho to Enter
AS SATISFYING AS A GLASS OF ORDINARY BEER,
Paducae and
turned yesterday morning from a
Plant Being Erected—Excursion
Elizabethtown Trade--Cha.AND YET
several weeks' visit in Evansville. Announced.
leston T:ed Up.
Mr. Joe Smith has returned from
This St. Paul, Minn.
The price is 5 cents each.
The first sleep at the encampment
The handsome pleasure
yat..1:,
week they cost you nothing. Their
Mrs. James Bugg has gone from grounds of the advance guard .1 the "Marjorie," owned by.lteessrs.
Frank
value to you cannot be estimated be- Dixon Springs, Ill., to Harrisburg,
state guards took piece last night, and and W. H. Rieke, has arrived at the
cause they may save you a long spell 111., to visit, before returning home.
the first meal was served at the camp local port from Grafton, Ill., where
The
of illness, or even your life.
Mee. E. S. 'Huddleston, of West yederday at noon.
it wae purchased. Not only was it
dose is one every 30 days.
Harrison 'street, went to Dorsey, Ky.,
All the equipment 'has been hauled built for pleasure, but also speed.
Manufactured only at
yesterday to visit relatives.
e
to the grounds at Wallace park, and The Messrs. Rieke left Grafton, III.,
'Capt. Jack MicCandless went to teenty men of the signal service serv Sunday afternoon at
4 o'clock and
Chicago yesterday on business.
ice corps, under Cape Donaldson, made the run to St. Louie by 7:30 p.
IS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHX.
Miss Hawkins, Miss Amanons, Mr. worked during the day pitching the ne, a distance of twenty-five miles.
WHEN
IT
BREWED
NOT DRINK THE BEST BEER
C. ht. Martie and Me. Frank Smith, tents, building the crematory and They left St. Louis Monday mornof Martin, Tenn., were visitors in the stretching the electric and telephone ing at 5 o'clock
HAVE
A
DOESN'T
NOT
WHY
COST
MORE?
A
PENNY
and reached Cairo
Prescriptions called for and deliv- city yesterday.
wires for the signal service. This at 7:30 p. m., a distance of 200 miles,
RIGHT
COOL, REFRESHING DRINK OF BELVEDERE
Messrs. J. T. Myles and D. W. force of men will not finish their task stopping at Chester, Ill., forty-five
ered to any part of the city.
NOW?
Morris, of :Mayfield, were in the city before the latter part of the week. minutes for lunch. This was an avPhones No.
yesterday.
Everything will be in readiness for elage of fifteen miles an hour down
Cu. 4th and Broadway.
Miss Elizabeth Stokes, 01 Mayfield, the second regiment, which arrives stream, which is considered very fast
is the guest of friends here.
PADUCAH,
in Paducah Monday night.
KENTUCKY.
for a gasoline boat. They arrived at
'Mrs. Powell Bauer, of the city, is
The camp of instruction will be Paducah Tuesday afternoon.
The
visiting friends in Mayfield.
named "Camp Yeiser" in honor of yacht has a torpedo stern, steel hull,
Miss Martha Taylor came in from Mayer D. A. Yeiser. It is needless and a seven-horse power gasoline
Mayfield Tuesday to visit relatives to say that the mayor feels erery cushion engine. The first ride was
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
here.
proud of the distirction.
given to a party last night.
Miss Marie Brevard, of Hickman,
Quartermaster General Harry G.
Ky., is the guest of Paducah friends. Tandy has awarded the following con
Boat Chartered.
Mr. Cameron Happy has returned tracts: Louis Clark, groceries: E. Reh
Farrell Se Co., of Elizabethtown,
from a visit to his family in May- kopf, 'hardware; Kreutzer, bread: Ill., have chareered the City of Idaho,
field.
Charles Smith, meats; H. A. Petter, a light draught boat, and the firm
Miss Theresa Theiring. ef St. ice; Paducah Furniture company, cots will enter her in the l'aducah
and
LOST—Wednesday night, a white Louis, will arrive today for a visit of and bedding: Standard
Oil -company, Elizabethtown trade. The City of
Frencei poodle. Liberal reward if re- ,cveral weeks to
reeatives
and se! and disinfectants, and H. P. Haw- Idaho has been here for some time.
turbecl to p4 Elizabetes street.
friends.
kins & Son, for all the hauling. Sev- She is being put in condition and as
Mr., Joe Smith has returned from ei al contracts are yet to be let.
10011 as inspected will' be turned over
FOk RENT — Two furnished New CNrkares.
Major T. H. Gaines, depot quarter- to Farrel and company.
rooms at 410 South Third street.
Mr. Joe Vance, Who wens to Hat- master, is stationed in charge of the
tiesburg, Miss., six weeks ago to commissary department.
Charleston Lalialled.
Any
wanting an engineer, both work for the Western Union TeleSergeant C. B. Kniskern, first-class
The Eaton Lumber company, of
electiecai
ct
n and steam, address A. B., graph company, is in the city on a sergeant of the hospital corps, has Joppa, Ill.,
has libelled the Charlescare this office.
visit. .
erected the hospital lents under the ton for an alleged debt of $578, money
Mr. John Kingsley, who has been direction of Surgeon General A. T. the firm claim, to have advapced
the
RENT—Furnished rooms traveling South for the Winstead Med McCormack.
FOR
boat. Deputy United States Marwithin three blocks of Fourth and ice* company, is in the city.
Capt. Frank Rash, of Earlingtors, is shal Saunders has tied the boat to
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
Mr. Archie Enders is home from chief 'engineer, and laid off grounds the bank above the wharfboat and
a trip of two weeks to Louisvilie and early yesterday morning.
she is now in his possession. Capt.
WANTED—Twenty non-union car Henderson.
Adjutant Generel Percy Haley and 5. B. Smith is the principal owner.
penters. Apply to K. D. Such,
Assistant Postmaster John Fisher Lieutenant Beckham, the lateer from He will likely give bond and conti
Whittemore'- office in Fraternity has gone to Dixon Springs for a so- the U. S. army, will reach here
today. the operation of the boat.
funding.
;curie
Lieut. Beckham will be here all
.Miss Clay Pullen, w'ho visited Miss through the encampment to instruct
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia; Mae Davis, has gone te her home in th soldiers.
biiso full blooded Jersey cows. Apply Lexington. and Mess Davis accomThe Illinois Central will make a
to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M. panied her for a yee.'
rate of one fart for the round trip dur
Bloomfield.
Mr. Allard Wileaeas leave,
: today ing the encampment from Central
W.
for Dixon Springs to epece three City, Cairo, Fulton and intermediate BUSY BURGLARS ROB J
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECHUDSON'S RESIDENCE,
FOR SALE—A two-story fray* weeks.
points. Special excursions will be run
GETTING
Sim.
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recepMT. John U. Robinson and wife are into the city when Governor Beckham
tion hall, hot and cold water, wood visiting in Jackson, Term.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
comes. Steamboats will also. give low Family at Wallace
Park When Horne
out buildings, nice yard with shade
Mi-s lit:z Fields, of Benton, is rates. All during the encampment
Was Visited—Overlooked iicio
OLD PHONE NO. aoe.
erect. Wil sell on terms to suit pur- tieiting Mrs. W. R. Foster.
the railroads will make a rate of one
and Watch.
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
Mrs. W. - H. Smokes and children. and one-third fare to Paducah from
e24 North Seventh street. New of Mayfred, are visiting Mrs. J. P. points within
a radius of too miles.
WIDOW LEAVES
Burglars made a good haul last
phone No. 630.
Sleeth, of this city.
night
MONEY TO CA.
at
the
residence
of
J.
W.
HudMisses Lucille and Juliet Kennedy,
DEATHS REPORTED.
son, at 1119 Monroe street, while Mr.
or
Hoplenireille,
are guests of Capt.
Thursday Morning, Aug. x loos.
Rich New York Widow Thus I
Hudson and his family were at Waland Mr, Thomas Herntitin.
Well Known Farmer of Ballard Ex- lace park attending the -.hew
MEETINGS BEING HELD
Hee Children in Elm Will,
Office- Sam Beadles has gone to
pires—Colored Railroader Dies.
PROTECT
When
the
THEIR
family
returned
INhome
at
Dawsor for a sojourn.
Lockpoct. N. Y., Aug. a—After
1. o'clock they found the house had
TERESTS.
Mr.
. C. Sutherland, formerly of
Yesterday_ afternoon at the New- been ransacked from end to end, upmy just and lawful debts are paid.
this cit but now of McC,ornb City, man cemetery,
in the county, there stairs anti downstairs. Trunks were Many Things to Be Ransadied, .if decree that the sum of $5,000 be pia
Miss., . here visiting relatives and was buried Mr.
my only child, Laura Everan
Harvey Hook, who broken open and the siiterite strewn
Possible, by the Retail Dialers
friend's.
died the evening before at Hinkleville, on the finer. beds were -tripped, the
Kneware. All the rest and residue
—Yesterday was the time for holdof
the
City.
Mr.( yen Campbell and wife, of after an illness with appendicitis
ing the monthly meeting of the board
bequeath fur the rounding of a
chairs
overturned,
doors
broken
open
The deceased was 23 years of age and drawers of dressers and bureaus
of directors for the town of La Cen- St. Loul.. are di the city visiting relThe retail coal dealers of the city for homeless dogs arid cats, the be
ter, but on account of the absence of atives. '1 eey expect soon to come and lefea wife gnd one child to mourn lay on the floor.
have held several meetings of rerent use, I dim, that money can be
President J. Andy Bauer the seeeion here to re- de and occupy their pretty his loss. He sea! a well known young
The members of the %may realiz- and discussed matters pertaining to to. I ask tnat the surrogate appoint
new- home el Arcadia.
farmer.
was postponed a few days.
ing
a burglary had been committed, their respective line of business. The commission to see that the object o
Mrs. Mare I.
and daughter.
—The branch office here for the
began
a search for missing things. A law gathering was held at the Pitts- this part of my will is carried out.
R. G. Dun Mercantile agency yes- Mise:Ora, are eepected home tonight
Expires of Inanition.
This is the will that was found in
trunk
belonging
to Mr. anti Mrs. F. E. burg coal company's office on Broadterday got moved from their old of- from their si,;. to their son's and
John Perry, a colored railroader, Barger was robbed of ete5 cash. The way beteeen First and Second streets desk that had been used by Mee. El
fice above the American-German Na- brothers in Salt l-ake City and Chi-. died at the railroad hospital yester- money was in a tin box which had Monday afternoon.
len J. Kneware, an eccentris widow
day morning on West Broadway, of been smadved by the burglars. They
tonal bank to their new quarters cago.
There are many little things com- who died at La Salle, June 23, lih
Misses Fannie Grief and Elizabeth inanition.
in. the Fraternity building.
He had been confined at missed a gold watich in the tome ing up in the coal business where the ing an estate valued at $4s,000. •
Williamson
are home from a visit' to the institution since June
—Partly cloudy with stationary
Until the discovery of the 5 wml
25th and trunk. In another room a trunk con dealers have to organize for protecactually wasted away for lack of ani- mining about eta* had been crverinok- tion of their interests. One dealer winch was dated Jkantlary at, iJ
temperature is the weather promise friends in Rose Claire, ill.
Mee. Mott Ayers will visit In the mation. He
for today. Yesterday was warm and
stated yesterday that one question was supposed that the daughter
was 28 years of age and ed Nothing else was missed.
woderately mild and last night was city with her husband during the en- his home wa, in Jacksos, Tenn., but
greatly inconveniencing to them Is the sole heir. Applioation for the P
An
entrance
was
effected
through
a
cleser than any night for near a campment. She arrived yesterday. disposition of his remains has not yet kitchen window.
the fact that sonic party wanting c.,•: bation of the will in this =liner
Mr. Saunders A. Fowler has gone been made. The body
week.
is tieing held
will telephone to three or four deal- already been made. Mrs. Knewa
Police
headquarters
was
notified
to Cincimiati on business.
lys Pool & Nance awaiting word from and Patrolmen Woods and Ferguson ers and order a load, and then the was, especially fond of cats and
Jackson ae to what his people want were detailed on the case. They were first coming he would receive, and in her life and had made a practice o
Continue to Improve.
dent with the corpse.
unable no find any clew to work 4.41% send the others back by refusing to picking up stray ones and adopti
Mr. T. A. Baker, cashier of the
Mr. Hudson is a well known carper) accept itt 'This has often arisen as them into her household.
First National bank, continue!' to im:ONDITION VERY PRECARIOUS ter and Mr. Barger is his son-in-law, it is a riue of some people to get
prove from the recent severe attack
who is an engine foreman in the Illi- load of coal in a hurry, they teleMEETS HORRIBLE DEATH.
- of congestion.
phoning to one dealer to send" a load,
TOO MUCH WHISKEY CAUSES Mrs. E. H. Cunningham Was Barely nois Central yards
Miss Dow litobands is able now
and if the latter says he is very huey Fisherman Blown to Pieces by
Alive This Morning Early.
J. WEAL TO MAKE
to sit up and is convalescing from her
and cannot have it &livered for an
Another Attempted Robbery.
ATTEMPT.
mite Intended for MAL.
ections arteack of maleriel fever and
The condition of Mrs. Cunningham.
At an early hour this morning an hour or two, the buyer will then telheart erouble.
Took Ten Grains of Morphine But the beloved wife of Rev. E. H. Cun- attempt was made by burglars to en- ephone other dealers and order a
Ruffalo, N. Y., Aug. 2.-ningham, pastor of the Second Baptist ter a residence on Elizabeth street load. 'and then whichever comes Johnson, sixty-ewe) years old,
the Quick Arrival of a Physician
Electric Light Notice.
church, is very precarious.
Saves Him.
Her but they were frightened away. The around first that is the one he keeps. blown to pieces by dynamite,
All bills are due and payable at the
The dealers know about all the rowing across Niagara river stTT
physiciane yesterday pronounced her case was reported to Police Lieutenoffice of the company, 7 20 South
Crazed with drink J. Neal, who re- ca-e as hopeless in the extreme and ant Harlan. He did not learn whose people who make a practice of this, awanda Tuc9day. Charles Daffy
Fourth street. Current will be dis- sides at Sixth and Jefferson streets, last night she was thought to be dy- residence it was.
and will. keep a list of their names so Charles Sturges were with Jninison
continued if bills are not paid on or attempted to take his life about 5 ir.g. but early this morning she was
when the parties order a load, they the boat. Duffy's legs were erwn
before August to.
will -have to faithfully promise to ac- the explosi.sn, but Serges camped
o'clock yesterday afternoon by tak- still alive though her death was mine
KENTUCKIANS ASSAULTED.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
cepithe coal before it is sent out, injured. 47ine side ef the boat
ing morphine. He swallowed about nontarily expected.
Her condition
and in this ?Tanner everybody is pro- shattered, but Sturgee gnisnaglitl
ten grains of the drug, a plenty to has been most serious for several Two Men Robbed and Attacked N
Death Near Mayfield.
from the practice which be- keep it afloat until- the party
tected
kill two mien, but wae saved by the weeks and but for her robiase health
Cairo.
comes a nuisance quite costly to the rescued. Johnson, it is said,
quick arrival of De,. B. Griffith, she must have passed awaesere this.
Mrs. Lobe Davenport, wife of A. who reached Neal within five minCairo, Ill., Aug. 2.—Thomas Whit- dealer as regards time and hire of about tat' explode a stick of dylaarn
J. Davenport, died Monday at the utes after he had taken it. fie was
to kill fish. The dynamite fell 0
Accidentally Omitted.
low and G. W. Holman, of Owar. Ky. wagoti drivers, etc.
family home four miles ,outh e4 May- given an emetic and was soon out of
01 his elands, and striking the side
In giving The Register the list of were assaulted and robbed by two
field, of coneumption, aged 22 years. danger.
GET HEALTH CERTIFICATES the bend exploded. Johnson''s he
Democratic candidate's who had paid white men yesterday afternoon in. the
She left three children besides her
and arms were blown off. Duffy
Neal formerly drove a wagon for in their entrance fee the name of woods below the city. Holman's body
husband.
before Going South or Yeti May En- r ec
the Palmer Transfer company, but Councilman Young Taylor was unin- was found in the river by John
counter- Trouble.
recently has been out of employment tentionally omitted. Mr. Taylor has a fi Sherman. He Was not'dead,
Just's Barbershop.
He is said to have been drinking paid hie fee and stands for re-elec- was seriously injured. It was first
Secret Orders Meet.
nuring the time of rebuilding of heavily lately. Soon alter taking the tion for councilman
Bulletins are being posted by the
'This evening the Elks lodge
from the Fourth thought that the thug, had thrown
my old chop at 117 North Fourth merphine Neal informed his wife of ward.
their victims into the river, but it de- Illinois Central instructing passen- its regular weekly meeting in
streets I will have all my old crew at what he had done.
veloped later that Holman was ren- gers who are going South of Fulton', hall on North Fourth street.
eft5 Broadway, next door to The Regtemporarily insane from the Ky., to procure health certificates. I •Marigum lodge of Odd re
dered
Sunday
in
Monday
various
last
and
ister office. All patrons are requested
Badly Bruised.
parts of the states there were several blow he received and fell into the Mississippi and Tennessee towns are meets tonight,and Inglesicbe loelge
to call at the latter place for work.
qtarranatiniwg against New Orleans and morrow night. Both
railroad
gather at /
accidents in all of which 20 river.
FRANK JUST.
the state of Lottieiana. People going assembly hail in the
negro,
painfully,
was
Albert Payne, a
or more person's were killed or fatalFraterniike butt
I. either of these three states 'sad lag.
iniured at the King mill in Miechanks ly hurt and twice that number in- 'A party of automobeists, t-wd
Resumpd Operation.
The Red Men meet tomorrow
gentlemen,
while rlieffig better get health certificates for 'they
burg by being caught on a line shaft. jured.
dies and two
The Dixie Mills, formerly the Alden
through the suburbs of Chicago, were Might not be able to get back with- in their hall on North Foarth sere
hurled against the floor and
was
He
Icnitting mills, resumed operation yes
bruised, also his left hip was
As the result of a political contro- stopped -by footpads shooting into the cut considerable troubk.
te-rday after a shut down of a few badly
In resisting arrest J. L
dislocated. Dr. J. S. Troutman at- versy, Fred Hosher
Henry Wheels of the machine and then rah,
and
days for the purpose of taking stock.
and wife were killed 'by officers
tended him.
Old Fiddlers Concert
Ahrens, town officers, fought in a sa-. bed of valuables. The footpads tradoe
Arm old fiddlers' concert 'gill be giv- Edina, I. T., a few days ago. Pa
kon at Peoria, TH., and Ahrens was a good haul in jewelry.
The Catholic seder of Foresters is
en
at the courthouse in Mayfield Fri- on Broom indicate he was an t
Horses
for
Sale.
in biennial session at Boston.
everting All old fietdlers are in- ed convict. The 'shooting was e.
has.
Agent
Lucas
spit'
day
Auditor's
Feed
A few well eteleeted high bred West
Expert cracks/nen in New York
Military administration over the against 17S persons and firm' at Hop- vited to pateticipate awe a large Kane. ed by the wife of the man. aN
ern hawses for sale at Terrell's stable,
217 South Third settee Sold for cash iteand of Sakhalin has been proclaim- kinsville unwilling to crempremies ering is expected. A number of prizes killed Broom had a fourtninntbs
. The best and cheapest coal in Padu- or on easy terms. '
baby in his arms,
arc to be given.
omitted tax assessments,
ed by the Japanese.
cab is the Pittsburg Coal.
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WANT
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Ask Your Grocer "(
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ARISTOCRAT FLOUR

The Standard Flour o
The World,

A Good Haul
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Tried Suicide
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